
Roll Up | Pull Cord
INSTALLATION DIRECTIONS

Allow the curtain(s) to reach room temperature
(above 50°F/10°C) before unfolding. If unfolded 

cold the curtains can cold crack and this will not be 
covered by AKON.



Cleat - Qty 1 Single Pulley - Qty 1 Double Pulley - Qty 2 Eye Straps - Qty 3

Note that your order will 
have one or the other of 
these eye straps but not 
both.

Curtain - Qty 1 Bottom Pipe - Qty 1

Rope - Qty 1

THE COMPONENTS



Fasteners are not included due 
to the wide variety of surfaces 
our customers attach to.

C-Channel Track - Qty Varies

STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

Not Included

Step 2 - Anchor In the C-Channel track

A - Unfold the curtain with a friend and a couple of ladders hold it over 
the opening so you can mark the locations of the track. The track will 
be in sections so hold a piece of track on both ends for marking. You 
don't have to put the curtain in the track at this stage. We are just 
trying to mark where to anchor in the c-channel track.
B- With a pencil, mark the locations of the track. Just outline the 
corner edges.

Step 1 - Cover the Opening To Mark Track Location

Keep the bottom of the shade about 1" from 
the ground. If it is resting on the ground friction
will wear a hold in the shade.

Optional | Anchor straps + plates Optional | Velcro - Qty Varies



Step 2 - Anchor In the C-Channel track

Fasteners are not included due to the wide 
variety of surfaces our customers attach to. 

A - Drill pilot holes through the track and structure for your anchors. 
B - Using your provided anchors, anchor the track sections to the surface.
C - Make sure it is loose enough so that you can get rope behind it later 
in the installation.

Step 3 - Install the Eye straps and Pulleys

HORIZONTAL LOCATION - Install eye straps (A) 
with the pulleys (B)  about 1/4 of the total 
distance in from each end of the track. 

A

B

VERTICAL LOCATION - Just as shown in the 
photo, you want the bottom of the pulley (A)  to 
be sitting at the top of the C-channel track (B). 

Single Pulley
Double Pulley

Double Pulley

The locations of these pulleys (both vertical and 
horizontal) is not critical so if you have 
obstructions feel free to move them around.



Step 4 - Install the Rope

First - Push one end of rope up behind track and tie to eye strap 
holding the single pulley.  Take rope the distance to touch floor and 
then back up to single pulley, then over the double pulley, and then 
to second double pulley and then down to future cleat location 
plus add about two feet of extra rope. Cut the rope. Tie stopper 
knot in end of rope.

Second - Take remaining rope. Push one end of rope up behind 
track and tie to eye strap holding the double pulley.  Take rope the 
distance to touch floor and then back up to double pulley and then 
to second double pulley and then down to future cleat location. 
Tie stopper knot in end of rope.

Step 5 - Tighten the C-Channel Track

You can now tighten down your fasteners holding the track to the 
mounting surface.

Step 6 - Install the Curtain Into The Track

Some customers have used bolts with spaces 
like this instead of using the eye straps.



A - Unfold the curtain and install it into the C-channel track. The top of 
the curtain has a hard plastic “track line” sewn into the top hem.  Roll up 
the curtain (like a cigar) so the entire track line is at the top of your roll 
and exposed.

B - Using a pair of pliers slightly lift the top edge of the C-channel to make 
feeding the curtain into the track easier. The curtain (still rolled up) 
should slide into the track and in between the rope loops going to the 
floor.  The end of the rope that is tied behind the track should be to the 
rear of the curtain and the portion of the loop that goes up to the pulley 
should be to the front of the curtain.

Step 6 - Install the Curtain Into The Track

Step 7 - Unroll the Curtain
Once the entire track line is in the track, unroll the curtain towards the floor. the 
entire track line is in the track, unroll the curtain towards the floor.

Step 8 - Install the Pipe

Place entire pipe into pipe pocket at the bottom of the curtain. Note - Most customer 
choose to use a small washer and bolt to lock the pipe in place.

Step 9 - Tighten the Ropes

Remove slack from the ropes to be snug at the bottom of the pipe.

Step 10 - Install the Cleat

A - Mark the wall for cleat installation at a comfortable height (about 5’ from the floor)
B - Install the cleat onto wall

Step 11 - Trim the Rope

Make sure curtain is all the way rolled down. Put a little tension/pressure on the center of the 
bottom pipe. Tighten ropes together without actually raising the curtain.
First - Trim the ropes to be about twelve inches longer/past the cleat, tie the ropes together in a 
stopper knot about six inches below the cleat.
Second - Gently pull down on curtain from center to make it tight/take up the slack.

OPTIONAL - Anchor Straps



OPTIONAL - Anchor Straps
If you have anchor straps as part of your kit please 
see below. 
Step 1 - with a pencil mark where you want the 
anchors placed on the bottom of the shade. 
Generally you will have three so about 1' in from 
each end and one in the middle.
Step 2 - Using a utility knife make a horizontal slit 
just wide enough for the strap to  fit through. Make 
the slit as tight to the top of the pipe as you can. 
When the wind blows you want it pulling on the 
pipe and not the shade. 
Step 3 - Install the strap around the pipe and 
through the hole.
Step 4 - With the straps now dangling on the 
ground anchor in your anchor plates
Step 5 - Loop the straps through the D-rings on the 
anchor plates.

OPTIONAL - Side Seal Velcro Note - Wall must be perfectly clean and dry before 
attaching Velcro

Step 1 - Roll up the curtain so that it is out of the way. 
Step 2 - Stick the Velcro to the wall where the curtains sewn on 
Velcro will line up with it.
Step 3 - With light pressure, lower and swing curtain back into 
place and allow Velcro adhesive to attach to the wall
Step 4 - Press down along the curtain hems to ensure adhesive 
has contact to wall. 

Note - Most customer choose to use a small washer 
and bolt to pinch the Velcro to the wall to make it 
last longer. This is also ideal for dirty walls where the 
velcro won't stick to.


